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Abstract
Indefinite QR factorization is a generalization of the well-known QR factorization, where
Q is a unitary matrix with respect to the given indefinite inner product matrix J. This factoriza-
tion can be used for accurate computation of eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix A D GJG,
where G and J are initially given or naturally formed from initial data. The classical example
of such a matrix is A D BB − CC, with given B and C. In this paper we present the
rounding-error and perturbation bounds for the so called “triangular” case of the indefinite
QR factorization. These bounds fit well into the relative perturbation theory for Hermitian
matrices given in factorized form. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Slapnicˇar [5] proposed the following global algorithm for accurate computation
of eigenvalues of the Hermitian indefinite matrix A of order n:
1. Factorization of A as
A D GJG; (1.1)
where G has full row rank and J is a signature matrix (diagonal matrix with 1
or −1 on the diagonal) representing the nonzero part of the inertia of A.
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2. J-unitary Jacobi diagonalization of the pair .GG; J /, which is performed im-
plicitly as one-sided orthogonalization of the columns of G.
For the given matrix A, factorization in step 1 can be obtained by Hermitian
indefinite factorization.
In some applications A is already given in factorized form (1.1), with given G and
J as initial data. Frequently, G has more rows than columns, so (1.1) cannot be used
for step 2. In this case we have to find a different factorization A D G0J0G0 with
full row rank G0. The obvious way – explicit calculation of A, can result in severe
loss of accuracy. Another opportunity is provided by the indefinite QR factorization
which is based on the following theorem [4].
Theorem 1.1. Let G 2 Cmn; m > n; and J 2 Cmm; J D diag.j11; : : : ; jmm/;
jii 2 f−1; 1g be given. If the matrix A D GJG is nonsingular; then G can be
factorized as
G D P1QRP 2 D P1Q

R1
0

P 2 ; QJ1Q D J1; J1 D P 1 JP1; (1.2)
where P1 and P2 are permutation matrices; R1 is block upper triangular of order n
with diagonal blocks of order 1 or 2 and Q is J1-unitary. This factorization is called
the indefinite QR factorization of G with respect to the given J.
In terms of (1.2), the matrix A D GJG can be written as A D P2R1J0R1P 2
where J0 is the leading block of order n in J1. The matrix G0 D R1P 2 is nonsingular,
so this factorization can be used to compute the eigenvalues of A.
Theorem 1.1 can be extended for singular matrices A, but with a more complicated
structure for R. This extension can also be used for eigenvalue computation.
The indefinite QR factorization of G need not exist if R1 in (1.2) is restricted to
the class of upper triangular matrices. For
G D

1 −1
1 1

; J D diag.1;−1/
we have Q D I , R D R1 D G and it is easy to see that R cannot be upper triangular.
The case when the matrix R1 is upper triangular will be called the triangular case of
the indefinite QR factorization.
The proof of the Theorem 1.1 is constructive, and gives the algorithm for com-
puting the indefinite QR factorization. Like in the ordinary QR, the computation
can be done using either a Givens-like (rotations) or a Householder-like (reflectors)
algorithm.
In this paper we analyse the Givens-like algorithm for the triangular case of the
indefinite QR factorization. This algorithm requires only plane trigonometric and
hyperbolic rotations. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section
we give a brief description of the algorithm. Section 3 contains the floating point
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error analysis of the algorithm. In Section 4 we derive the perturbation bounds for
the indefinite QR factorization. Finally, the combination of these results gives the
relative perturbation bounds for the eigenvalues of A.
The triangular case of the indefinite QR is in many ways similar to the stand-
ard QR. Analysis for the nontriangular case remains an open problem. The block
structure of R has no analogue in the standard QR. The main difficulty lies in the
fact that such a factorization is not unique and heavily depends on the choice of
pivoting.
For clarity of the presentation, we restrict the error analysis to the case of the real
matrix G. The complex case is easily transformed to the real case, using the fact
that any diagonal unitary matrix is also a J-unitary matrix, for any J. The results are
similar with somewhat higher constants in the bounds.
2. Algorithm for the triangular case
The computation of the indefinite QR factorization is performed by a sequence of
elementary transformations on the matrix G to obtain the required form of R. In the
Givens-like algorithm for the triangular case, we use elementary trigonometric and
hyperbolic plane rotations, denoted by UG and UH , respectively, and interchanges
of two rows or two columns of the working matrix.
Elementary rotations UG.i; k/, UH .i; k/ in the .i; k/ plane are equal to identity
matrix except that
UG.i; k/.Ti; kU; Ti; kU/D

cos ’ sin ’
− sin ’ cos ’

;
UH .i; k/.Ti; kU; Ti; kU/D

cosh ’ sinh ’
sinh ’ cosh ’

:
Note that UG.i; k/ is J-orthogonal if jii D jkk, while UH.i; k/ is J-orthogonal if
jii D −jkk. With a suitable choice of ’, premultiplication by U−1G .i; k/ or U−1H .i; k/
can be used to introduce zeroes (annihilate elements) in the working matrix, without
changing J.
The annihilation of elements in G is performed in a sequence of n stages. In stage
k, we annihilate the elements below the main diagonal in column k of the working
matrix G.k−1/ to obtain G.k/.
Algorithm 2.1. Initially, let G.0/ D G, J .0/ D J . The following algorithm com-
putes G.k/, J .k/ from G.k−1/, J .k−1/, for k D 1; : : : ; n. To simplify the notation, sup-
pose that matrices G.k/ and J .k/ are stored in arrays G and J, respectively. Column ‘
of the working array G is denoted by g‘. The working part of column g‘ is denoted
by g.‘/ and stored in the subvector g‘.k V m/. The positive part of g.‘/, denoted by
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gC.‘/ is the subvector of g.‘/ with elements g.‘/.i/, for all i > k such that J .i; i/ D 1.
The negative part g−.‘/ contains the remaining elements of g.‘/.
find a suitable pivot column g.‘/, ‘ > k, such that g.‘/J .k V m; k V m/g.‘/ =D 0 ;
if no such column exists algorithm fails – nontriangular case ;
interchange columns gk and g‘ (if ‘ > k) ;
trigonometric annihilation of g.k/:
if gC.k/ is nonempty and nonzero then
{ ordinary Givens reduction of gC.k/ }
reduce gC.k/ to a single nonzero element at position .i; k/ ;
if g−.k/ is nonempty and nonzero then
{ ordinary Givens reduction of g−.k/ }
reduce g−.k/ to a single nonzero element at position .j; k/ ;
if gC.k/ is empty or zero then
swap rows j and k in G ;
swap J .j; j/ and J .k; k/ ;
else if g−.k/ is empty or zero then
swap rows i and k in G ;
swap J .i; i/ and J .k; k/ ;
else if gC
.k/
and g−
.k/
are nonzero then
swap rows i and k in G ;
swap J .i; i/ and J .k; k/ ;
swap rows j and k C 1 in G ;
swap J .j; j/ and J .k C 1; k C 1/ ;
if jG.k C 1; k/j > jG.k; k/j then
swap rows k and k C 1 in G ;
swap J .k; k/ and J .k C 1; k C 1/ ;
hyperbolic annihilation of g.k/:
if jG.k; k/j > jG.k C 1; k/j then
apply U−1H .k; k C 1/ to annihilate G.k C 1; k/ ;
algorithm fails – nontriangular case ;
If the algorithm runs to completion, the final G.n/ D R, and J .n/ D J1. Matrices
Q, P1 and P2 from (1.2) can be computed by accumulating the elementary trans-
formations in the obvious way.
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3. Rounding error analysis
For the triangular case of the indefinite QR factorization, the rounding error ana-
lysis of the computed factorization consists of two steps. The first step is the error
analysis of one trigonometric rotation and then the sequence of trigonometric rota-
tions. This type of error analysis is given by Wilkinson [16] and later by Gentleman
[2]. The next step is the error analysis of one hyperbolic transformation.
It is enough to consider only the first stage of the reduction process. Later stages
differ only in number of trigonometric rotations.
We use the IEEE standard model of floating point arithmetic
fl.a  b/ D .a  b/.1 C "/; j"j 6 ";
where  is any of the four elementary arithmetic operations and " is the unit roundoff
error. Furthermore, we assume that square roots can be computed with the same
accuracy
fl.
p
a/ D pa.1 C "pa/; j"pa j 6 ":
3.1. Error analysis for real trigonometric rotations
Let U−1G .i; k/ be the real trigonometric rotation which annihilates the element gk1
in the first column of G. Requirement
cos ’ − sin ’
sin ’ cos ’
 
gi1
gk1

D

g0i1
0

;
leads to
tan ’ D −gk1
gi1
:
Premultiplication by U−1G .i; k/ changes only the rows i and k in the working matrix
G. For computed elements g0i‘, g0k‘ in any column ‘, we haveq
.fl.g0i‘/ − g0i‘/2 C .fl.g0k‘/ − g0k‘/2 6 eG
q
g2i‘ C g2k‘ (3.1)
with eG D .3 C 2
p
2/"  5:83" (see [1]).
As the next step, we analyze the effect of a sequence of such transformations on
columns of the working matrix. Two transformations U−1G .i1; k1/, U
−1
G .i2; k2/ can
be applied independently if fi1; k1g \ fi2; k2g D ;. In other words, as long as we
apply a sequence of mutually independent transformations, the computed column g0‘
satisfies
kfl.g0‘/ − g0‘k2 6 eGkg‘k2: (3.2)
To minimize the overall error bound, the trigonometric reduction of the first
column of G should be organized as a sequence of p1 steps, where each step con-
tains the maximal number of mutually independent transformations. Let m1 and m2
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be the number of nonzero elements gi1 in the first column of G, with jii D 1 and
jii D −1, respectively. In the first step we can apply at most m1=2 C m2=2 inde-
pendent rotations, in the second step at most m1=4 C m2=4, and so on. This gives in
total
p1 D dlog2.maxfm1;m2g/e (3.3)
sequences of independent rotations.
Let Ui be the product of all independent rotations applied in step i of the trigo-
nometric reduction. The computed ‘th column fl.g0‘/ D fl.U−11 g‘/ after the first step
can be interpreted as an exact result with a slightly perturbed unitary matrix eU−11
fl.g0‘/ D eU−11 g‘:
The same can be done for each step i D 1; : : : ; p1.
Relation (3.2) gives
keU−1i eU−1i−1    eU−11 g‘ − U−1i eU−1i−1    eU−11 g‘k2 6eGkeU−1i−1    eU−11 g‘k2
DeGkU−1i eU−1i−1    eU−11 g‘k2
for i D 1; : : : ; p1. The right-hand side of this relation should be bounded in terms of
kg‘k2. For i D 2, we have
kU−12 eU−11 g‘k2 D keU−11 g‘k2 6keU−11 g‘ − U−11 g‘k2 C kU−11 g‘k2
6.1 C eG/kg‘k2:
Repeated application of the same argument gives
keU−1i eU−1i−1    eU−11 g‘ − U−1i eU−1i−1    eU−11 g‘k2 6 eG.1 C eG/i−1kg‘k2
for i D 1; : : : ; p1. Finally, after p1 steps we have
keU−1p1 eU−1p1−1    eU−11 g‘ − U−1p1 U−1p1−1    U−11 g‘k2
6 keU−1p1 eU−1p1−1    eU−11 g‘ − U−1p1 eU−1p1−1    eU−11 g‘k2
CkU−1p1 eU−1p1−1    eU−11 g‘ − U−1p1 U−1p1−1    eU−11 g‘k2
C    C kU−1p1 U−1p1−1    eU−11 g‘ − U−1p1 U−1p1−1   U−11 g‘k2
6 eG.1 C .1 C eG/ C    C .1 C eG/p1−1/kg‘k2
D ..1 C eG/p1 − 1/kg‘k2:
This proves the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let G 2 Rmn and J D diag.j11; : : : ; jmm/; jii 2 f1;−1g be the ini-
tial matrices in Algorithm 2.1 and let p1 be defined by (3.3). If all transformations
are computed in floating point arithmetic; the computed ‘th column of the working
matrix after the trigonometric reduction of the first column satisfies
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kfl.U−1p1    U−11 g‘/ − U−1p1    U−11 g‘k2 6 ..1 C eG/p1 − 1/kg‘k2: (3.4)
The previous lemma is similar to the one in [1]; but here we annihilate only the
first column of G.
3.2. Error analysis for one real hyperbolic rotation
After the trigonometric reduction, the first column of G has at most two nonzero
elements. If there is only one nonzero element, we can interchange rows to bring it on
the diagonal. This completes the reduction with no additional errors. Otherwise, by
interchanging rows of the working matrix, we can bring the nonvanishing elements
to the positions .1; 1/ and .2; 1/ and annihilate the element .2; 1/ by a hyperbolic
rotation.
Lemma 3.2. Let G 2 Rmn be a matrix with only two nonzero elements g11; g21 in
the first column and let j11 D −j22. Furthermore; suppose there exists  such that
g11 > g11 > g21 > 0; 0 <  < 1: (3.5)
If the element g21 is annihilated in floating point arithmetic using the hyperbolic
rotation U−1H .1; 2/; the computed ‘th column of the working matrix satisfies
kfl.U−1H .1; 2/g‘/ − U−1H .1; 2/g‘k2 6 eHkg‘k2;
where
eH VD . C 4/γ ".1 C O."//;  VD 1 C 
2
1 − 2 ; γ VD
r
1 C 
1 −  : (3.6)
Proof. The assumption (3.5) is not restrictive. Note that every diagonal unitary
matrix is J-unitary. So, we can premultiply the first two rows with a such matrix
to ensure g11; g21 > 0. If g21 > g11 we just swap the first two rows.
Denote c D cosh ’ and s D sinh ’. Annihilation of g21 leads to
c −s
−s c
 
g11
g21

D

g011
0

or
t VD tanh ’ D g21
g11
:
Note that (3.5) implies 0 < t 6  < 1. For hyperbolic cosine and sine we have
c D 1p
1 − t2 D
g11q
g211 − g221
; s D g21q
g211 − g221
: (3.7)
The floating point computation of the denominator in (3.7) yields
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fl.g211 − g221/ D

.1 C "1/g211 − .1 C "2/g221

.1 C "3/ D .g211 − g221/.1 C "4/
with
j"4j 6 .2" C "
2/.g211 C g221/
g211 − g221
6 .2" C "2/:
We can conclude that
1 − .2" C "2/ 6 1 C "4 6 1 C .2" C "2/ 6 .1 C "/2
and
fl.
q
g211 − g221/D.1 C "5/
q
fl.g211 − g221/
D.1 C "5/
q
.1 C "4/.g211 − g221/
D.1 C "6/
q
g211 − g221;
where
1 − . C 1/" C O."2/ 6 1 C "6 6 1 C . C 1/" C O."2/: (3.8)
Finally, we have
fl
0
@ g‘1q
g211 − g221
1
A D .1 C "7/ g‘1
fl
q
g211 − g221
 D .1 C "8/ g‘1q
g211 − g221
;
where g‘1 is either g11 or g21.
Neglecting the term O."2/ in (3.8), it follows
1 − "
1 C . C 1/" 6 1 C "8 6
1 C "
1 − . C 1/" :
Linearization of the previous inequality gives
j"8j 6 . C 2/" C O."2/: (3.9)
From (3.7) and (3.9) it follows
fl.c/ D .1 C "c/c; j"cj 6 . C 2/";
fl.s/ D .1 C "s/s; j"s j 6 . C 2/"; (3.10)
where the bounds for j"cj and j"s j are linearized up to the term of order O."2/.
The elements of the first two rows of the working matrix are computed in floating
point arithmetic as
fl.g01‘/
fl.g02‘/

D

c C c −s − s
−s − s c C c
 
g1‘
g2‘

;
where c D "cc and s D "ss. Neglecting the terms of order O."2/, we have
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fl.g01‘/ − g01‘
fl.g02‘/ − g02‘

D

c −s
−s c
 
g1‘
g2‘

C

h1‘
h2‘

VDU−1H .1; 2/

g1‘
g2‘

C

h1‘
h2‘

(3.11)
with 
h1‘
h2‘

D

"1cg1‘ − "2sg2‘
"3sg1‘ C "4cg2‘

:
Note that the first term on the right-hand side in (3.11) can be bounded with∥∥∥∥U−1H .1; 2/

g1‘
g2‘
∥∥∥∥
2
6 jmaxj
∥∥∥∥

g1‘
g2‘
∥∥∥∥
2
;
where max is the largest absolute eigenvalue of U−1H .1; 2/. From (3.10) it follows
jmaxj 6 jcj C jsj 6 . C 2/".jcj C jsj/ 6 . C 2/" 1 C jtjp
1 − t2 6 . C 2/γ ";
which immediately yields∥∥∥∥U−1H .1; 2/

g1‘
g2‘
∥∥∥∥
2
6 . C 2/γ "
q
g21‘ C g22‘: (3.12)
Using
s2 C c2 D 1 C t
2
1 − t2 6
1 C 2
1 − 2 D 
and
jscj D jtj
1 − t2 6

1 − 2 ;
for the second term of the right-hand side in (3.11) we have∥∥∥∥

h1‘
h2‘
∥∥∥∥
2
6
q
."1cg1‘ − "2sg2‘/2 C ."3sg1‘ C "4cg2‘/2
62"
q
.jcg1‘j C jsg2‘j/2 C .jsg1‘j C jcg2‘j/2
62γ "
q
g21‘ C g22‘: (3.13)
From (3.11)–(3.13) we obtain
kfl.g0‘/ − g0‘k2 6 . C 4/γ "
q
g21‘ C g22‘ D eH
q
g21‘ C g22‘ 6 eHkg‘k2;
which completes the proof. 
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3.3. Rounding errors of indefinite QR factorization
Combining the results of the previous two subsections, we get the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let
R D

R1
0

D Q−1P 1 GP2; QJ1Q D J1; J1 D P 1 JP1;
be the exact indefinite QR factorization of G; with upper triangular R1. Suppose
that Algorithm 2.1 computes eQ and upper triangular eR1 as factors of G in floating
point arithmetic; with the same permutation matrices P1 and P2. Then eR is the exact
indefinite QR factor of some perturbed matrix eG D G C E;
eR D eR10

D eQ−1P 1 .G C E/P2; eQJ1 eQ D J1; J1 D P 1 JP1:
Let 0 <  < 1 be the upper bound for all computed hyperbolic tangents in the
algorithm. Then
kP 1 EP2ekk2 6 γ k−1kP 1 GP2ekk2
kX
iD1
err.pi/
for k D 1; : : : ; n. Here pi denotes the number of steps in the trigonometric reduction
at stage i; as in (3.3); and
err.pi/ D eH .1 C eG/pi C γ

.1 C eG/pi − 1

;
where eG is defined by (3.1) and γ; eH are defined by (3.6) in terms of .
Proof. First note that, without loss of generality, we can assume that G and J have
been prepermuted according to P1 and P2 before the algorithm. This means that no
further swaps occur during the factorization.
For annihilation of the first column of G we use p1 sequences of independent
rotations W1 D U1    Up1 and at most one hyperbolic rotation V1 D UH .1; 2/. The
computed transformations are eW1 D eU1    eUp1 and eV1 D eUH.1; 2/, respectively.
Rounding errors in stage 1 can be interpreted as an exact application of rotations
U−11 ; : : : ; U−1p1 , and V
−1
1 on slightly perturbed matrices eG.0/i , for i D 0; : : : ; p1, as
in Fig. 1.
Rounding errors in the computed column ‘ of G.1/ can be bounded by
keV −11 eW−11 g‘ − V −11 W−11 g‘k2
6 keV −11 eW−11 g‘ − V −11 eW−11 g‘k2 C kV −11 eW−11 g‘ − V −11 W−11 g‘k2
6 keV −11 eg‘ − V −11 eg‘k2 C kV −11 k2keg‘ − W−11 g‘k2; (3.14)
where eg‘ D eW−11 g‘ D eU−1p1    eU−11 g‘. Inequality
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Fig. 1.
keg‘k2 D k eW−11 g‘ − W−11 g‘k2 C kW−11 g‘k2 6 .1 C eG/p1kg‘k2 (3.15)
is a consequence of unitarity of W1 and Lemma 3.1. It is easy to prove that kV −11 k2 6jcj C jsj 6 γ . Substitution of (3.15) into (3.14) together with Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2
gives
keV −11 eW−11 g‘ − V −11 W−11 g‘k2 6 eHkeg‘k2 C γ (.1 C eG/p1 − 1 kg‘k2
6

eH .1 C eG/p1 C γ
(
.1 C eG/p1 − 1
 kg‘k2
D err.p1/kg‘k2: (3.16)
Note that this is the final bound for the computed first column of R since the first
column of G.1/ is not changed in the later stages. This completes the proof for k D 1.
For stage k, let Wk be the product of all exact trigonometric rotations used in that
stage, and let eWk be the product of computed rotations. Also, let Vk be the exact
hyperbolic rotation in stage k, and eVk be the computed one.
In stage 2 we annihilate the second column of G.1/ to obtain G.2/. The bound for
rounding errors in the computed column ‘ of G.2/ follows from (3.16) by a similar
argument
keV −12 eW−12 eV −11 eW−11 g‘ − V −12 W−12 V −11 W−11 g‘k2
6 keV −12 eW−12 eV −11 eW−11 g‘ − V −12 W−12 eV −11 eW−11 g‘k2
C kV −12 W−12 k2 keV −11 eW−11 g‘ − V −11 W−11 g‘k2
6 err.p2/keV −11 eW−11 g‘k2 C γ err.p1/kg‘k2
6 err.p2/.keV −11 eW−11 g‘ − V −11 W−11 g‘k2
C kV −11 W−11 g‘k2/ C γ err.p1/kg‘k2
6 err.p2/.err.p1/ C γ /kg‘k2 C γ err.p1/kg‘k2
D γ .err.p1/ C err.p2//kg‘k2 C O."2/:
The rest of the proof follows by induction on k. 
For the triangular case of the indefinite QR factorization, the following corollary
is the generalization of Lemma 18.8 from [3].
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Corollary 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 E satisfies normwise and
componentwise bounds
kEkF 6 "nkGkF ;
jEj 6 m"nKjGj; kKkF D 1;
where
"k D γ k−1
kX
iD1
err.pi/ (3.17)
and K D m−1ee; with e D T1; 1; : : : ; 1U.
The triangular case of the indefinite QR factorization is important in practice.
Slapnicˇar in [6] has proved that Hermitian indefinite decomposition for scaled di-
agonally dominant matrices A is always possible with 1  1 steps. The same holds
for quasidefinite matrices (see [14]). If G is a factor of a such matrix A D GJG,
triangular QR factorization of G is also possible.
Results of this section can be directly used in eigenvalue perturbation theory.
Suppose that A D GJG is given by G and J. If we use the triangular indefinite
QR to compute a different factorization of A, the computed factorization will be an
exact one of slightly perturbed matrix eG D G C G. This introduces a perturbation
A in A such that
A C A D .G C G/J .G C G/:
An interesting question is how much does the pertubation of G influence the eigen-
values of A.
Note that the elements of A can be written as ak‘ D g‘ Jgk . Let g0k D gk C gk
denote the columns of G C G. Theorem 3.1 implies kgkk2 6 "kkgkk2, with "k
from (3.17). We have
jak‘j 6 jg‘Jgkj C jg‘J gkj C jg‘J gkj:
Applying the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and neglecting the term jg‘J gkj
yields
jak‘j 6 ."‘ C "k/kgkk2 kg‘k2 VD "k‘kgkk2 kg‘k2:
If akk =D 0 for k D 1; : : : ; n, we can express kgkk2 in terms of akk
kgkk2 D !k
pjakkj
with 1 6 !k < 1. Then
jak‘j 6 !k!‘"k‘
pjakkj ja‘‘j:
If we define the standard scaling matrix D D .diagjAjS/1=2, where AS D
p
A2 is
spectral absolute value, we obtain
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jak‘j 6 !k!‘"k‘Dkk D‘‘;
which fits well into the relative perturbation theory for eigenvalues of A developed in
[15, Theorem 2.17]. Eigenvalue perturbations are determined by the condition of the
scaled matrix D−1AD−1. Since A is determined by G, the estimate also depends on
the numbers !k , k D 1; : : : ; n. These numbers can be viewed as condition numbers
for the representation A D GJG in case of triangular indefinite QR factorization
of G.
Note that even positive definite matrices can have “bad” factors G with large !k .
4. Perturbation of the indefinite QR factorization
Componentwise bounds for perturbation of the QR factorization can be found in
[7,8,10–13,17]. Similar perturbation analysis can be done for the triangular case of
the indefinite QR factorization.
Bauer–Skeel condition number of nonsingular square matrix is defined by [9]
BS.S/ D k jS−1j jSj k:
The following theorem is a complete analogue of Theorem 2.1 in [17].
Theorem 4.1. Let G; eG 2 Cmn; m > n; be such that
rank.GJG/ D rank.eGJ eG/ D n
with given J 2 Cmm; J D diag.j11; : : : ; jmm/; jii 2 f−1; 1g. Also; let
G D P1QRP 2 D P1TQ1; Q2U

R1
0

P 2 ; QJ1Q D J1; J1 D P 1 JP1
and
eG D P1 eQeRP 2 D P1TeQ1; eQ2U
eR1
0

P 2 ; eQJ1 eQ D J1; J1 D P 1 JP1
be the indefinite QR factorizations of G and eG; respectively, with upper triangular
R1 and eR1. Let E D eG − G;
F D

F1
0

D eR − R D eR1 − R10

;
W DTW1; W2U D eQ − Q D TfQ1 − Q1; fQ2 − Q2U
and
jEj 6 "KjGj;
for some matrix K with nonnegative elements. If k k is a consistent and monotone
norm and
 D maxfk jQ1jP 1 KP1jQ1j k; k jQ1jP 1 KP1jQ1j kg
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and
".BS.R
−1
1 / C BS.R1 // < 1;
then we have
kF1k
kR1k 6 ".BS.R
−1
1 / C BS.R1 // C O."2/
and
kW1k
kQ1k 6
"

kP 1 KP1kBS.R−11 / C .BS.R−11 / C BS.R1 //

1 − ".BS.R−11 / C BS.R1//
C O."2/:
Proof. Note thateG D G C E D P1 eQeRP 2 D P1.Q C W/.R C F/P 2 :
From G D P1QRP 2 we obtain P 1 EP2 D W1R1 C Q1F1 C W1F1. Nonsingularity
of R1 implies
W1 D P 1 EP2R−11 − Q1F1R−11 − W1F1R−11 :
Therefore
jW1j 6 jP 1 EP2j jR−11 j C jQ1j jF1R−11 j C jW1j jF1R−11 j: (4.1)
The matrix eGJ eG can be written in two ways, as
eGJ eG D .G C E/J .G C E/ D GJG C EJG C GJE C EJE
and
eGJ eGDP2 eR eQP 1 JP1 eQeRP 2
DGJG C P2.RJ1F C F J1R C F J1F/P 2 ;
so we have
RJ1F C F J1R C F J1F D P 2 .EJG C GJE C EJE/P2:
Premultiplication by R−1 and postmultiplication by R
−1
1 yields
J11F1R
−1
1 C R−1 F 1 J11 C R−1 F 1 J11F1R−11
D R−1 P 2 .EJG C GJE C EJE/P2R−11 ; (4.2)
where
J1 D

J11
J22

and J11 has the same dimension as R1. The first two terms from the right-hand side
of (4.2) can be written as
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R−1 P 2 EJGP2R
−1
1 D R−1 P 2 EJP1Q1;
R−1 P 2 GJEP2R
−1
1 D Q1P 1 JEP2R−11 :
(4.3)
Since the elements of EJE and F J1F are of order "2 and the matrix F1R
−1
1 is
upper triangular, substitution of (4.3) into (4.2) gives
jF1R−11 j D jJ11F1R−11 j 6 jJ11F1R−11 C .J11F1R−11 /j
6 jR−1 P 2 EJP1Q1j C jQ1P 1 JEP2R−11 j
6 jR−1 jP 2 jEjP1jQ1j C jQ1jP 1 jEjP2jR−11 j
6 ".jR−1 jP 2 jGjKP1jQ1j C jQ1jP 1 KjGjP2jR−11 j/
6 ".jR−1 j jR1 j jQ1jP 1 KP1jQ1j C jQ1jP 1 KP1jQ1j jR1j jR−11 j/:
From jF1j 6 jF1R−11 j jR1j we obtain
kF1k6kF1R−11 k kR1k
6".k jR−1 j jR1 j k k jQ1jP 1 KP1jQ1j k
C k jQ1jP 1 KP1jQ1j k k jR1j jR−11 j k/kR1k
D".BS.R−11 / C BS.R/1/kR1k:
This proves the first statement of the theorem. The second statement can be easily
proved from (4.1) and kF1R−11 k 6 ".BS.R−11 / C BS.R1 //.
We have
jW1j 6 "P 1 KP1jQ1j jR1j jR−11 j C jQ1j jF1R−11 j C jW1j jF1R−11 j:
By monotonicity of the norm, we conclude
kW1k6"kP 1 KP1k kQ1k k jR1j jR−11 j k C kQ1k kF1R−11 k C kW1k kF1R−11 k
6".kP 1 KP1k kQ1k k jR1j jR−11 j k
C .kQ1k C kW1k/.BS.R−11 / C BS.R1///:
Rearrangement of terms in this inequality proves the second statement. 
The componentwise bound for E from Corollary 3.1 can be used in Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 with e D kQ1k2F ; " D m"n;
the matrices F1 and W1 satisfy
kF1kF
kR1kF
6 m"ne.BS.R−11 / C BS.R1 //
and
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kW1kF
kQ1kF
6
m"n

BS.R
−1
1 / Ce.BS.R−11 / C BS.R1//
1 − m"ne.BS.R−11 / C BS.R1 // :
Proof. The Frobenius norm is consistent and monotone. Using K from Corollary
3.1 we have
 D m−1k jQ1jeejQ1j kF 6 e: 
Corollary 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1
kF 1 xk2 6 kR1xk2
for all x 2 Rn; where
 D m"ne.BS.R−11 / C BS.R1 //kR−11 kF kR1kF :
Proof. We have
kF 1 xk2 D kF 1 R−1 R1xk2 6 kR−11 F1kF kR1xk2:
The assertion follows from Corollary 4.1 and kR−11 F1kF 6 kR−11 kF kF1kF . 
Finally, this result can be used to bound the floating point perturbations of eigen-
values of factorized Hermitian matrices after the indefinite QR reduction.
Corollary 4.3. Let A D P2R1J11R1P 2 and eA D P2 eR1J11 eR1P 2 with
kF 1 xk2 6 kR1xk2
for all x 2 Rn and  < 1. Then A and eA have the same inertia and their nonvanishing
eigenvalues k; 0k satisfy the inequalities
.1 − /2 6 
0
k
k
6 .1 C /2:
Proof. Direct consequence of Theorem 3.3 from [15] and the previous corollary.

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